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Celmaro Releases Webbla 1.1 for Mac OS X Leopard
Published on 09/12/08
Celmaro is pleased to announce the release of Webbla 1.1, an application for Mac OS X
Leopard to manage bookmarks visually. Webbla creates automatically webpage thumbnails for
each bookmark and allows personalizing and organizing them with collections, smart
collections and tags. Version 1.1 focuses on the integrity with different web browsers and
gives the option to search and filter website content.
Mauritius, Pointe aux Canonniers - Celmaro is pleased to announce the release of Webbla
1.1, an application for Mac OS X Leopard to manage bookmarks visually. Webbla creates
automatically webpage thumbnails for each added bookmark and display them in a list or
grid view. Bookmarks can be personalized with tags, rating and a description, organized in
collections and smart collections, and opened with different web browser.
Version 1.1 focuses on the integrity with different web browsers. Bookmarks can be added
or modified directly from Camino, Firefox, Omniweb, Opera and Safari with user definable
shortcuts. To open bookmarks, Webbla offers the opportunity to define scripts to give as
most flexibility as possible.
Webbla also offer the new functionality to search and filter websites by contend to make
it more easy to find or research websites. For system wide integration, Webbla offers
Spotlight and Quick Look support to find, preview and open websites from the Finder
without launching Webbla.
The automatic adjustable website change tracking system allows to check bookmark related
websites on changes and marks the corresponding bookmarks as updated. Webbla imports
standard HTML bookmark files from various web browser and allows to exchange bookmarks
with other applications by drag and drop.
Feature Highlights in Version 1.1 include:
* Visual Bookmarks
* Collections and Smart-Collections
* Tag Cloud
* Website Change Control
* Spotlight, Quick Look Support
* Improved Search facilities
* Shortcuts to add or modify bookmarks
* Browser scripting
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.5.0 Leopard or higher
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* Internet connection, broadband recommended
Pricing and Availability:
Webbla 1.1 may be purchased for $14.95 USD (1-User-license) and offers a limited 15 day
trial period. After purchasing customers will be emailed a license file to unlock the
application.
Celmaro:
http://www.celmaro.com
Webbla:
http://www.celmaro.com/webbla.html
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Download Webbla:
http://www.celmaro.com/files/Webbla.dmg
Purchase Webbla:
http://www.celmaro.com/buy.html
Webbla Screenshot:
http://www.celmaro.com/images/WebblaMain.jpg
Webbla Icon:
http://www.celmaro.com/images/WebblaIcon512.png

Celmaro Ltd is based in Mauritius, a tiny island in the Indian Ocean. Founded 2006 by
Anique Teichmann, Celmaro is focused on creating software for Mac OS X. Our intention is
to create intuitive and powerful mac applications to simplify the day, increase the
productivity and make the life more enjoyable for our user. Copyright 2006-2008 Celmaro.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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